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based techniques and their
applications in metallobiology†
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Metals are essential for human health and play a crucial role in numerous biological processes and

pathways. Gaining a deeper insight into these biological events will facilitate novel strategies for disease

prevention, early detection, and personalized treatment. In recent years, there has been significant

progress in the development of metal-detection based techniques from single cell metallome and

proteome profiling to multiplex imaging, which greatly enhance our comprehension of the intricate roles

played by metals in complex biological systems. This perspective summarizes the recent progress in

advanced metal-detection based techniques and highlights successful applications in elucidating the

roles of metals in biology and medicine. Technologies including machine learning that couple with

single-cell analysis such as mass cytometry and their application in metallobiology, cancer biology and

immunology are also emphasized. Finally, we provide insights into future prospects and challenges

involved in metal-detection based techniques, with the aim of inspiring further methodological

advancements and applications that are accessible to chemists, biologists, and clinicians.
1. Introduction

Metals play a crucial role in human health and are involved in
a wide range of biological processes.1–3 Maintaining metal
homeostasis is essential for human health and dysregulation of
metal homeostasis has been linked to several diseases. The
exploration of metals as both diagnostic and therapeutic agents
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has emerged as a prominent area of research in the eld of
bioinorganic chemistry and medicinal chemistry.4 Numerous
comprehensive reviews are readily accessible, including the
development of metallo-pharmacophores as anticancer, anti-
microbial and antiviral agents,5–9 as well as the mechanisms
underlying their therapeutic functions.4,7 Recently, there has
been a growing recognition of the potential of metal-based
pharmaceuticals in effectively combating viruses and address-
ing the challenge of antimicrobial resistance (AMR).9,10 More-
over, as the immune modulation role of metals is being
increasingly acknowledged, metal-based immunotherapy has
emerged as a promising eld within pharmaceuticals.11–13

Metals have also been extensively utilized as contrast agents
in various diagnostic imaging techniques, including magnetic
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Perspective Chemical Science
resonance imaging (MRI), X-ray imaging, and computed
tomography (CT). These techniques have found broad applica-
tions in clinical settings, playing a critical role in the diagnosis,
treatment, and management of various diseases. Moreover,
there has been a rapid development of advanced techniques
(e.g., mass cytometry, imaging mass cytometry (IMC), Nano-
SIMS, and multiplexed ion beam imaging (MIBI)) based on
metal detection in recent years, opening up new opportunities
for metallobiology. Additionally, the rapid development of novel
metallomics/metalloproteomics techniques,4 along with inte-
grative multi-omics, has provided valuable tools for our
understanding of the mechanisms of action of metal-based
complexes and their therapeutic activities. In this perspective,
we aim to summarize the latest progress in advanced metal-
detection based techniques along with examples of successful
applications of these methodologies as drivers for novel
insights for elucidating the roles of metals in biology and
medicine. The cutting-edge single-cell techniques that can aid
in the development of metallo-pharmaceuticals are also high-
lighted.4,14 Finally, we provide our view on future prospects and
challenges involved in metal-detection based techniques, aim-
ing to inspire further advancements in the approach for cancer
biology, immunology and potentially clinical diagnosis.
2. Recent advances in metal-
detection based techniques

Given the increasingly recognized signicance of metals in
disease biology and therapeutics, numerous research groups
globally have strived to comprehend their underlying mecha-
nism of action at cellular and molecular levels.14–16 Conse-
quently, metallomics/metalloproteomics has emerged as
a research area, aiming to uncover metal–protein interactions/
associations or metal variations on a metallomic and
proteome-wide scale. Over the past two decades, various
metallomics/metalloproteomics approaches have been
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developed for the application of metal relevant research,4 for
instance, the use of different metal-detection based uores-
cence probes to visualize17 and track metal-binding proteins
with weak/transient binding,18 immobilized metal affinity
chromatography to enrich and separate low abundance metal-
loproteins,19 and gel electrophoresis-inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) to identify metal-binding
proteins with strong binding affinities.20 The relevant tech-
nical development of metallomics/metalloproteomics
approaches has been summarized in a recent review.4 The
rapid advancement of metal-tagging strategies has sparked
growing interest in metal-detection based techniques for both
clinical and fundamental research. This is particularly evident
with the emergence of mass cytometry. In this section, some of
the emerging metal-detection based approaches, with a special
focus on single cell techniques, will be discussed (Table 1).
2.1 ICP-MS-based metallomic and metalloproteomic
approaches

ICP-MS is an exceptionally robust analytical technique for
precise quantication of metals and metalloids across a wide
range of samples. Metallome proling of serum21,22 and saliva23

with ICP-MS has emerged as a valuable tool for monitoring
metallome response in various diseases, as well as identifying
biomarkers and evaluating the role of different metals played in
health and disease.21,22,24,25 The establishment of these proling
techniques has enabled the comprehensive analysis of metal
ions in biological uids, shedding light on their potential
implications for disease pathology and progression.

With the advancements in metal tagging strategies,26 the
application of ICP-MS has expanded beyond direct metallome
proling to encompass the analysis of various biomolecules
(Fig. 1A), e.g. proteins and nucleic acids, opening up a new
opportunity for multiplexed integrative-omics proling by ICP-
MS.21,22 This integrative-omics proling by ICP-MS offers
a powerful tool for unraveling complex biological processes,
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Table 1 Overview of metal-detection based techniques

Technologies Applications Advantages Limitations

ICP-MS Metallome and proteome proling
in bulk solution21,22,24

Wide range of analytes Matrix interference
Wide dynamic range Relatively low sensitivity for light

element quanticationHigh sensitivity
High multiplexity

GE-ICP-MS Tracking metal-binding
proteome35,36

Capable of identifying target
proteins of a wide range of metals

Only identies metal-binding
proteins with strong binding affinity

TR-ICP-MS Single cell element and protein
quantication28,29

Wide range of analytes Lack of multiplexity
Single cell resolution

CyTOF Single cell proteome proling38 High multiplexity Only detects element signals with
atomic weights between 75 and 209High sensitivity

Low background
High throughput

LA-ICP-MS Element and protein imaging32,33 Wide range of analytes Slow acquisition rate
Wide dynamic range Relatively low resolution

IMC Multiplexed imaging42 High multiplexity Slow acquisition rate
High resolution Only maps elements with atomic

weights between 75 and 209
MIBI Multiplexed imaging54 High sensitivity Low multiplexity

Super high resolution (10 nm) Relatively slow acquisition rate
High cost

MIBI-TOF Multiplexed imaging55 High multiplexity High cost
High sensitivity
Super high resolution (10 nm)
High throughput

Chemical Science Perspective
identifying biomarkers and elucidating the intricate relation-
ships between metal ions and different molecular components
(Fig. 1B).24 The evolution of this technique platform is propelled
by the development of diverse metal-tagging strategies, which
have progressed from the use of single lanthanide isotope tags
to the application of multiple lanthanide polymers, metal
nanoparticles, and multifunctional metal tags with various
detection modes.27 The advancements in metal tagging have
signicantly enhanced the sensitivity and multiplexity of ICP-
MS-based integrative-omics proling.

In spite of the extensive application of ICP-MS for elemental
or biomolecule quantication in bulk solution, a single cell/
particle analysis based on time-resolved ICP-MS (TR-ICP-MS)
has also been established by modulating the sampling system
and analyzing in time-resolved mode.28,29 This technique allows
for the measurement of elements or proteins on a cell-by-cell
basis, which has been successfully utilized to track the uptake
of metallodrugs or endogenous metals at the single-cell level in
different cell lines,28 in cells at different states29 or with varied
drug sensitivity,30 and single bacteria.31

The combination of laser ablation (LA) and ICP-MS (LA-ICP-
MS) represents a powerful technique for the in situ analysis and
imaging of metals or metallodrugs in biological samples.32 It
provides exceptional spatial resolution, high sensitivity, and the
ability to perform quantitative imaging. In a recent study,
Schaier and coworkers33 developed a single-cell metallomics
imaging method through integration of low-dispersion laser
ablation and ICP-TOF-MS, enabling the rapid mapping of
endogenous elements at the single cell level. To further enhance
the information obtained, the researchers introduced metal-
labeled antibodies, enabling the visualization of specic
proteins along with the endogenous cellular ionome (Fig. 2A).
10266 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10264–10280
This integrated assay signies a notable breakthrough in the
eld of single-cell metallomics, as it allows for the simultaneous
correlation of metal accumulation with multi-dimensional
characterization of cells and cell populations.

The integration of ICP-MS with protein separation tech-
niques such as liquid chromatography (LC), high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC), capillary electrophoresis (CE),
and gel electrophoresis (GE), along with identication methods
like matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spec-
trometry (MALDI), has emerged as an invaluable method in
metalloproteomics for the identication of metal-binding
proteins. One of the most prevalent approaches is the combi-
nation of gel electrophoresis, ICP-MS, and MALDI-MS, known
as GE-ICP-MS.20 The GE-ICP-MS approach employs gel electro-
phoresis to separate proteins based on their molecular weight
and charge, while ICP-MS enables the monitoring of metal
content in these separated proteins. Subsequently, the metal-
binding proteins are identied by MALDI-MS. GE-ICP-MS has
been revolutionized from one dimensional GE-ICP-MS to two
dimensional GE-ICP-MS by introducing liquid chromatography
(LC), i.e. LC-GE-ICP-MS, further improving protein separation
efficiency (Fig. 2B). This method has been utilized to prole
different metal-binding proteomes in cells34 and microbes.35,36
2.2 Mass cytometry

Mass cytometry, also known as CyTOF (Cytometry by Time of
Flight), is a cutting-edge technology that combines ow
cytometry with ICP-TOF-MS.37 For mass cytometry, multiple
proteins of interest are coupled by their complementary anti-
bodies or secondary antibodies, which are fused with lantha-
nide chelates.38 The use of lanthanide tags in mass cytometry
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 ICP-MS-based metallomic and multi-omic approaches. (A) Multiplexed serological proteomic profiling of COVID-19 patients. (B) Inte-
grative metallomic and immunoproteomic profiling showing the role of metals in COVID-19 immunity.21,22

Perspective Chemical Science
has signicantly expanded its detection dimensionality, allow-
ing for the quantication of over 100 markers simultaneously.
This makes mass cytometry the most highly multiplexed tech-
nique currently available for proteome proling in single cells.
Mass cytometry has undergone signicant advancements over
the years, characterized by successive evolution in detection
channels, linear detection range, higher sensitivity, wider
application, and automation, leading to improved analytical
capabilities and more efficient sample handling and analysis.

Advancements in instrument design have played a critical
role in the development of mass cytometry technology (Fig. 3).
In 2009, the advent of the rst-generation mass cytometry
instrument revolutionized single-cell analysis by expanding the
number of detection channels from the limited 18 in traditional
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
ow cytometry to 93.39 This breakthrough opened the “post-
uorescence” era, where scientists could monitor a much larger
number of parameters in individual cells. The evolution of mass
cytometers continued with the development of second- and
third-generation (Helios) instruments. These advancements
further expanded the number of detection channels to 135,
allowing for even more comprehensive analysis of cellular
markers and molecules. Additionally, the linear detection range
was extended to 4.5 orders of magnitude, enhancing the
dynamic range of detection and enabling more accurate quan-
tication of high and low expression levels of cellular markers.40

The fourth-generation mass cytometry (CyTOF XT™) intro-
duced an auto-sampler system, which has transformed the
sample handling and analysis process by automating various
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10264–10280 | 10267



Fig. 2 ICP-MS-based approaches for in situ metallome imaging and metalloproteome identification. (A) Characterization of the metallomic
profile in tissue sites.33 (B) General scheme of GE-ICP-MS for tracking metalloproteins.

Chemical Science Perspective
tasks, further improving the analysis efficiency and consis-
tency.41 A signicant breakthrough in mass cytometry is the
integration of a laser ablation system into mass cytometry, i.e.
imaging mass cytometry (IMC) (Fig. 4),42 which allows for the
highly multiplexed imaging of tissues at the single-cell level. By
preserving the spatial context and cellular microenvironment,
IMC allows for a more accurate representation of tissue
10268 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10264–10280
architecture and function, enabling researchers to better
understand the complex biomolecular networks and dynamics
within the cellular microenvironment.42

The sample throughput of mass cytometry was signicantly
enhanced with the introduction of the mass-tag cellular bar-
coding (MCB) technique.43 The MCB technique allows for the
unique coding of individual samples in a 96-well plate, which
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Instrumental development of mass cytometry.
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are later combined into a single tube for antibody staining,
allowing the analysis of multiple samples simultaneously, while
still maintaining the ability to differentiate between individual
cells within each sample. The introduction of MCB signicantly
reduces data acquisition time by eliminating sample loading
and between-sample wash steps. Additionally, it enhances
staining consistency and reduces reagent consumption by
concentrating samples prior to antibody staining. These
advantages make mass cytometry highly suitable for high-
content and high-throughput drug screening, providing
researchers with a powerful tool to efficiently analyze large
datasets while conserving valuable resources.38

In addition to proteome proling of single cells using mass
cytometry, Frei and colleagues44 expanded the capabilities of
mass cytometry for multiplexed transcript quantication by
introducing the concept of proximity ligation. They developed
a method called proximity ligation assay for RNA (PLAYR),
Fig. 4 Workflow of imaging mass cytometry: highly multiplexed imagin

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
which involves the design of two DNA oligonucleotide probes.
These probes have regions that hybridize with target
transcripts and serve as templates for the binding and circu-
larization of two additional oligonucleotides called insert and
backbone oligonucleotides. The insert and backbone oligo-
nucleotides are ligated and amplied upon hybridization to
the adjacent DNA oligonucleotide probes. The amplied
products can be detected by mass cytometry using an oligo-
nucleotide labelled with metal tags. This approach has
been successfully used for cytokine transcript proling in
lipopolysaccharide-stimulated peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs), enabling further functional study of different
molecules within individual cells.44

The development of metal tags represents a crucial research
aspect that drives the advancement of mass cytometry.27 The
bifunctional metal-chelating polymers (MCPs) are commercially
available tags that are currently used in mass cytometry
g of tumor tissues with subcellular resolution by mass cytometry.42

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10264–10280 | 10269
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(Fig. 5A).45 These MCPs contain multiple metal chelator groups,
such as DTPA or DOTA, and functional groups that can interact
with antibodies, such as N-hydroxysuccinimide (-NHS) or
-maleimide (-MAL).27 The metal chelator groups enable MCP
tags to bind to different metal isotopes, while the functional
groups allow for the conjugation of metal tags onto antibodies.
The metal content of metal tags plays a critical role in deter-
mining the detection limit of mass cytometry. In recent years,
there has been a surge of interest worldwide to improve the
sensitivity of mass cytometry by increasing the metal content of
metal tags.27 One prominent strategy for improving the sensi-
tivity of mass cytometry involves the utilization of metal nano-
particle tags.46 These tags offer a distinct advantage over
traditional metal tags, primarily due to their signicantly higher
metal load. Lin et al.46 has reported that the incorporation of
NaHoF4 nanoparticles can enhance the sensitivity of mass
cytometry by two orders of magnitude compared to traditional
metal-conjugated polymers (MCPs). Recently, Wu and his
team47 have introduced a novel bifunctional lanthanide nano-
polymer that possesses both uorescent and metal properties,
making it suitable for both ow and mass cytometry analyses.
Furthermore, Dang and coworkers48 have synthesized a nano-
metal organic framework (NMOF) (Fig. 5B), specically Zr-
NMOF, which has been successfully utilized in mass cytom-
etry. This innovative application allows for the utilization of
four additional channels and provides a vefold signal ampli-
cation. Additionally, they have developed a range of multicolor
lanthanide-doped dual-functional tags that serve as both uo-
rescence and mass dual-imaging probes (Fig. 5C).49 This
approach signicantly reduces the scanning time of imaging
mass cytometry (IMC) by approximately 90%, greatly improving
the overall imaging efficiency.
Fig. 5 Representatives of metal polymers (A), nano-metal tags (B), and b
with permission from ref. 45 and 48.

10270 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10264–10280
2.3 Nano-SIMS

Nanoscale Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (Nano-SIMS) is
a powerful analytical technique that enables the imaging and
quantication of elements and isotopes with a resolution of up to
50 nm.50 It works by focusing a beam of primary ions onto the
sample, causing the emission of secondary ions, which are then
analyzed using a mass spectrometer. Nano-SIMS can be operated
using two primary ion sources, i.e. Cs+ or O−. These primary ions
are rastered over the sample surface with an impact energy of 16
keV and a probe current typically falls within the picoampere
range. Over several years of development, Nano-SIMS has under-
gone remarkable improvement in terms of spatial resolution,
sensitivity, multiplexity, and the breadth of analytes.50 With the
advent of Nano-SIMS 50L, which incorporates a co-linear optics
system consisting of an electrostatic sector and a magnetic sector
in a co-axial conguration, Nano-SIMS is now capable of simul-
taneously detecting up to seven ionic species from the same
sputtered volume.50 This signicant advancement allows for
enhanced analysis and precise measurement of isotope ratios in
diverse samples.51Nano-SIMS has a broad range of applications in
tracking both endogenous elements, including Cu, Zn, N, S, and
P, and metallodrugs such as platinum-52 and ruthenium-based53

anticancer drugs. The application of Nano-SIMS for a wide range
of elemental analysis provides information on the distribution,
localization, and interaction of metallodrugs with cellular
components at the nanoscale,52,53 providing a deeper under-
standing of the behavior of these drugs within cells. Moreover,
Nano-SIMS has the capability to map the distribution of specic
elements that are naturally present in biological systems, such as
12C, 14N, 31P, and 32S. These elements can be effectively employed
to trace various cell organelles, as well as visualize and charac-
terize specic biomolecules within biological samples.
ifunctional metal tags (C) as reporters of mass cytometry. Reproduced

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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2.4 Multiplexed ion beam imaging (MIBI) techniques

Given the highly heterogeneous components and complex
microenvironment of biological samples, there is an increasing
demand for analytical techniques that can simultaneously
quantify and visualize multiple targets.40 Multiplexed ion beam
imaging (MIBI) has emerged as a cutting-edge technique to
address this challenge by integration of multiple ion beams,
time-of-ight secondary ion mass spectrometry and high-
throughput imaging, enabling highly multiplexed imaging of
various metal isotopes in tissue samples (Fig. 6).54 By facilitating
multiplexed quantication and visualization, MIBI holds great
promise in revolutionizing the eld of biological imaging and
expediting discoveries across various critical areas, including
diagnostics, therapeutics, and personalized medicine.54

The workow of the rst generation of MIBI is illustrated in
Fig. 6.54 Typically, biological specimens are initially incubated
with multiple primary antibodies, each labeled with a distinct
stable lanthanide tag. These specimens are then mounted on
a sample holder and subjected to a rasterized oxygen
Fig. 6 Experimental design of multiplexed ion beam imaging (MIBI)
structures by MIBI.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
duoplasmatron primary ion beam. As a result, the lanthanide
reporters and tissue-endogenous elements are sputtered and
liberated as secondary ions. Subsequently, these secondary ions
are analyzed using a magnetic sector mass spectrometer
equipped with multiple detectors, enabling the simultaneous
detection of various lanthanide isotopes (metal-based
reporters). The intensities of these isotopes are directly
proportional to the corresponding antibodies and their associ-
ated specic targets. By constructing a two-dimensional map of
the elemental distribution of each lanthanide, researchers can
gain valuable insights into the spatial distribution and abun-
dance of the target molecules within the biological sample.
MIBI signies a groundbreaking advancement in the eld of
single-cell imaging, offering the remarkable capability to
simultaneously analyze up to 100 targets with a wide dynamic
range of ve logs. Signicantly, MIBI achieves imaging resolu-
tions as low as 10 nm, exceeding the capabilities of IMC by over
100-fold. This remarkable improvement in imaging resolution
enables researchers to capture intricate details and molecular
interactions with unmatched precision and clarity.
techniques: multiplexed imaging for cellular phenotypes and tissue

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10264–10280 | 10271
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For the rst generation of MIBI, the utilization of a magnetic
sector imposes constraints on the simultaneous detection of
masses, which is limited to the number of ion detectors avail-
able.55 In commercial instruments, the number of ion detectors
typically does not exceed seven due to cost and complexity
constraints. Additionally, the mass calibration, primary and
secondary ion optics alignment, and sample loading process in
MIBI are intricate and time-consuming, further contributing to
the overall complexity of operating the instrument. Unlike the
rst-generation MIBI, which uses a magnetic sector to separate
ions by their mass-to-charge ratio, the second-generation MIBI,
i.e. MIBI-TOF,55 employs a linear time-of-ight (TOF) mass
analyzer, which remarkably increases the multiplexity and
sensitivity of MIBI. Furthermore, there is no need for mass
calibration or ion optics alignment in MIBI-TOF, making it
more accessible and user-friendly. MIBI-TOF signicantly
enhances the throughput of MIBI by 36-fold, resulting in
a signicant reduction in acquisition time during experiments.
The throughput could be further improved by introducing
a nanobarcoding platform that is based on isotopically encoded
silica nanotags.56 MIBI-TOF represents the most powerful
elemental imaging technique currently available, as it enables
the simultaneous quantication of all naturally occurring
elements ranging from hydrogen to uranium. As a result, it
provides subcellular quantication and visualization of both
elementally labeled antibodies and native biological elements
(e.g., P and Fe) with extremely high multiplexity. Furthermore,
MIBI-TOF allows for repeat scanning of a single section, making
it possible to conduct intelligible study designs at different
scales of throughput and resolution and even acquire multi-
plexed three-dimensional images.55

Recently, Rovira-Clavé and coworkers made a signicant
breakthrough in MIBI technology with the development of
high-denition multiplex ion beam imaging (HD-MIBI). This
innovative technique utilizes a positively charged cesium
primary ion beam with a small spot size, allowing for the
pseudo-3D super-resolution visualization of subcellular
features with exceptional lateral (XY) and axial (Z) resolutions
of around 30 nm and 5 nm, respectively. Additionally, they
have designed a powerful toolkit that utilizes multiple isotope-
tagged antibodies for specic protein imaging. This enables
the accurate determination of the precise subcellular locations
of various small molecules, proteins, and nucleic acids, ulti-
mately providing a comprehensive understanding of the
intricate interactions among biomolecules within cells. HD-
MIBI represents the most advanced and powerful multi-
plexed imaging technique, providing ultra-high resolution,
exceptional sensitivity, and the capacity to analyze a diverse
range of analytes.57
3. Metal-detection based techniques
for the elucidation of the role of metals
in biology and medicine

The rapid development of metal-detection based and metal-
lomic/metalloproteomic approaches has greatly accelerated our
10272 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10264–10280
understanding of the vital roles that metals play in biology and
medicine.4 These advancements have provided valuable
insights into the intricate mechanisms and functions of metals
in biological systems, leading to signicant progress in the
eld. This section highlights the latest ndings derived from
these advanced metal-detection based and metallomic/metal-
loproteomic techniques and provides insights into their future
potential applications.
3.1 The involvement of metals in disease development and
progression

Metals play a crucial role in many important biological and
physiological pathways.58,59 Increasing clinical evidence
suggests that imbalances in the metallome are associated with
different kinds of diseases.21,22,60 The identication of specic
metals and their roles in disease pathogenesis is crucial for
understanding the underlying mechanisms and developing
targeted therapeutic interventions.

ICP-MS is the most widely used method for the determi-
nation of metal contents in clinical samples, such as serum,
urine, and saliva. Metallome proling by ICP-MS has provided
valuable insights into the associations between specic metals
and diseases. It enables the identication of different metals
associated with disease status and uncovers metal–metal
interplays in disease development and progression. For
instance, metallome proling using ICP-MS uncovered
a signicant correlation between serum copper (Cu) levels and
bladder cancer.62 Additionally, selenium (Se), zinc (Zn), and
iron (Fe) have shown signicant links to bipolar disorder and
schizophrenia.61 These ndings underscore the potential of
metallome proling in uncovering the role of metals in the
development and progression of various diseases. Recently, we
have comprehensively evaluated metallome modulation in
individuals infected with SARS-CoV-2 and with disease
progression.21,22 The study revealed distinct metallome
features in COVID-19 patients compared to non-infected
control subjects, serving as a potential biomarker for disease
diagnosis. Additionally, the serum levels of Se and Zn were
signicantly reduced in COVID-19 patients, particularly in
more severe cases, indicating their potential role in the
progression of the disease. Furthermore, the study also
revealed the modulation of metal–metal interplay with the
disease progression. This comprehensive investigation
provides a holistic view of the host response to SARS-CoV-2
infections through modulation of the metallome. Jiang and
coworkers discovered that bladder cancer (BCa) can lead to
a signicant alteration in the ratio of natural copper isotopes
(65Cu/63Cu) in the blood of patients compared to benign and
healthy controls.62 The identication of inherent copper
isotopic signatures in bladder cancer patients has yielded
valuable insights into the molecular mechanisms responsible
for copper imbalance during cancer development. Further-
more, these copper isotopic signatures have emerged as valu-
able biomarkers for the diagnosis of bladder cancer, offering
signicant potential for early detection and improved clinical
management of the disease.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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3.2 The mode of action behind the pharmaceutical activities
of metal complexes

In recent years, signicant progress has been made in under-
standing the mode of action of metal-based pharmaceuticals
with the aid of innovative metal-detection based techniques.
Systematic identication of metal-binding proteins is particu-
larly important toward unveiling their roles in biology, given
that metallodrugs oen bind and functionally disrupt the bio-
logical functions of metalloproteins.36,63,64 To elucidate the
mechanisms of action of metallo-pharmaceuticals as antibac-
terial and anticancer agents, GE-ICP-MS was utilized to identify
different metal-binding proteins in bacterial and cancer cells,
including bismuth (Bi) binding proteins in H. pylori65,66 and
arsenic (As) binding proteins in leukemia cells.34 To further
enhance the resolution of protein separation, two-dimensional
GE-ICP-MS, i.e., LC-GE-ICP-MS, was developed by incorporating
Liquid Chromatography (LC) with the GE-ICP-MS technique.35

This platform was utilized to successfully identify 34 Ag+-
binding proteins in Escherichia coli (E. coli). By the integration of
metalloproteomics, metabolomics, bioinformatics, and system
biology, the antimicrobial action of Ag+ was successfully deco-
ded at the system level.35 Furthermore, Ag+ was found to induce
systematic damage and bacterial death primarily by disrupting
glycolysis and the TCA cycle, followed by the destruction of the
adaptive glyoxylate pathway and suppression of cellular oxida-
tive stress responses. Key enzymes such as glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and malate dehydroge-
nase were validated as critical targets of Ag+.67,68 This approach
has also been utilized to uncover the molecular mechanism
underlying the antimicrobial activity of Ag+ against S. aureus
(Fig. 7).36 Unlike its mode of action against E. coli, Ag eradicates
Fig. 7 Mode of action of silver: LC-GE-ICP-MS reveals that the multi-tar
S. aureus.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
S. aureus primarily by targeting glycolysis through the inhibi-
tion of multiple essential enzymes and inducing elevated levels
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by disrupting the redox
homeostasis system at a late stage. This leads to the upregula-
tion of oxidative pentose phosphate pathway (oxPPP) enzymes
as a response to alleviate Ag+ stress. However, the activation of
oxPPP is ultimately ineffective due to the inhibition of key
oxPPP enzymes by Ag+. This mode of action enables Ag to
enhance the efficacy of various conventional antibiotics and
restore the susceptibility of methicillin-resistant S. aureus to
antibiotics.36

Given the inherent cellular heterogeneity and intricate
diversied functions, the simultaneous investigation of
multiple parameters at the single-cell level is crucial for com-
prehending the impact of metal-based pharmaceuticals on
diverse cellular processes. As a powerful tool for studying
complex biological systems, mass cytometry has found wide
application in various elds, such as immunology, cancer
diagnosis and prognosis, cellular signaling, and drug
discovery.38 In recent years, there has been increasing recogni-
tion of the potential of mass cytometry in studying metal-based
pharmaceuticals, particularly in the investigation of their
uptake in tumor cells and corresponding cellular response.69,70

For instance, mass cytometry has been employed to quantify the
intracellular accumulation of cisplatin in ovarian cancer to
investigate the impact of ABCC2 overexpression on cisplatin
resistance. It was found that certain ABCC2 inhibitors effec-
tively counteracted cisplatin resistance by enhancing the accu-
mulation of platinum within the cancer cells. Interestingly,
these inhibitors maintained a signicant portion of calcein
efflux activity, indicating the existence of distinct efflux mech-
anisms mediated by ABCC2 that are independent of calcein.71
get mode of action of silver suppresses its antibiotic selection effect on
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Furthermore, by utilizing mass cytometry, Chang et al.69

simultaneously quantied the levels of intracellular cisplatin
and assessed cell cycle progression and cell proliferation
biomarkers (IdU), unveiling a dose- and time-dependent cell
cycle arrest triggered by cisplatin in BxPC-3 and ME-180 xeno-
gras. Such insights into the dynamics of cell cycle arrest
provide valuable information for understanding the mecha-
nisms of action of cisplatin and optimizing its therapeutic
efficacy in specic tumor models.69

In addition to intracellular quantication of metallodrugs,
advanced multiplex imaging techniques such as IMC and Nano-
SIMS have emerged as powerful tools for visualizing the bio-
distribution of metallodrugs and studying their interactions
within tissues at the site of origin. These multiplexed imaging
techniques offer valuable insights into the localization and
impact of metallodrugs within biological systems. Through the
utilization of IMC, Cao et al.72 have found the long-term
Fig. 8 Applications of metal-detection based techniques in the elucidati
row) and AuMesoIX (bottom rows) analyzed by IMC and NanoSIMS, resp
cells treated with DMSO (top row) or cisplatin (bottom rows) and colocal
distribution of AuNPs revealed by mass cytometry. (D) Immune regulato
multiplexed multi-omics profiling platform.21
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retention of platinum in the skin following oxaliplatin admin-
istration, suggesting a potential association with oxaliplatin-
induced peripheral neuropathy. Chang et al.73 utilized IMC to
visualize the localization of platinum and found the extensive
binding of platinum to collagen bers in both tumor and
normal mouse tissues (Fig. 8A, top row).

Apart from visualizing metallodrugs within tissues, Nano-
SIMS offers the unique capability of simultaneously visualizing
ligands labeled with metals and isotopes. This enables the
comprehensive study of the dynamic transformation of metal-
lodrugs within cells, as well as the visualization of interactions
between metallodrugs and various cellular components.50

NanoSIMS analysis has provided valuable insights into the
accumulation and distribution of platinum (Pt) in various
cellular structures and organelles following treatment with
cisplatin.52 In human colon cancer cells, Pt was found to
predominantly accumulate in sulfur (S)-rich structures within
on of the role of metals in medicine. (A) Biodistribution of cisplatin (top
ectively. (B) Representative HD-MIBI images of TYK-nu ovarian cancer
ized with nucleolin and phosphorus. (C) Heterogeneities of the cellular
ry effect of Se on COVID-19 uncovered by the metal-coding assisted
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the nucleus and cytoplasm, indicating its affinity for DNA.52

Through the integration of confocal laser scanning microscopy
and NanoSIMS, it was observed that Pt–N bonds partially
dissociate during the accumulation process, which may
contribute to the mechanism of action of cisplatin.52 The
different processing of Pt drugs in acidic organelles appears to
be linked to their detoxication and modes of action.52 The
combination of LA-ICP-MS, TEM, and NanoSIMS imaging
techniques demonstrated the accumulation of Pt in cytoplasmic
S-rich organelles in both kidney and malignant cells of mice
treated with investigational Pt(IV) anticancer compounds.74

NanoSIMS also revealed the preferential aggregation of oxali-
platin and other new Pt(II) anticancer compounds in cyto-
plasmic organelles.75 Recently, the integration of NanoSIMS and
electron microscopy (EM) techniques has enabled the discovery
that a gold-based compound (AuMesoIX) selectively targets
specic cytosolic cancer cell proteins that are rich in thiols
(Fig. 8A, bottom rows).76 Benjamin et al.77 employed a multi-
omics approach complemented by NanoSIMS and TEM to
investigate the molecular events associated with the ER stress
response induced by KP1339, a ruthenium-based complex.
Their research revealed that KP1339 could directly interact with
ribosomal proteins, specically RPL10 and/or RPL24, leading to
the inhibition of proliferation and disruption of ER function.
The use of NanoSIMS allowed the visualization of a predomi-
nantly homogeneous distribution of ruthenium (KP1339)
within the cellular interior, providing further evidence to
support the direct interaction between KP1339 and cytoplasmic
ribosomes. Confocal laser scanning microscopy and NanoSIMS
analysis showed that Pt–N bonds partially dissociate during the
accumulation process, and this nding may shed light on the
mechanism of action of cisplatin.

In a recent study, Wang et al.78 developed a dual-modal
microscopy imaging strategy to investigate the formation of
ternary binding complexes involving the transcription cofactor
HMGB1, transcription factor Smad3, and cisplatin-crosslinked
DNA in single cells. Confocal microscopy was used to map
EYFP-fused HMGB1 and uorescent dye-stained DNA, followed
by ToF-SIMS imaging to visualize cisplatin. This integrated
imaging approach revealed the formation of HMGB1–Pt–DNA
ternary complexes in the cells and the disruption of the inter-
actions between Smad3 and DNA by cisplatin lesions at Smad-
binding elements.

The simultaneous visualization of multiple biomolecules
associated with their ligands or small molecules within cells
may enhance our understanding of biological processes.
Recently, Rovira-Clavé and coworkers57 introduced HD-MIBI to
visualize cisplatin and ve subnuclear structures (Fig. 8B). They
found that cisplatin exhibited a preferential enrichment in
nuclear speckles while being excluded from closed-chromatin
regions, suggesting that cisplatin may play a role in the active
regions of chromatin. Furthermore, by evaluating cells that
survived multi-drug treatment with cisplatin and the BET
inhibitor JQ1, they showed a near-complete exclusion of
cisplatin from the nucleus. This nding indicates that selective
subcellular relocalization of cisplatin could potentially modu-
late resistance to cisplatin treatment.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
3.3 Interactions between nanoparticles and cells

The utilization of nanoparticles in medicine has become
increasingly popular due to their versatility in serving as drug
delivery vehicles, imaging agents, radiosensitizers, and even
therapeutic agents.79 However, a better understanding of their
interactions with different types of cells is critical to advancing
research in the eld of nanomedicine and developing more
effective and targeted nanoparticle-based treatments.

Mass cytometry has emerged as a powerful tool for nano-
related research in recent years, with rapid advancements in
its application for nanoparticle biodistribution analysis, func-
tional characterization, and toxicity assessment. For instance,
mass cytometry has been employed to track the in vivo fate of
AuNPs by combining gold quantication with comprehensive
cellular phenotyping.80 This approach allows for a detailed
assessment of how AuNPs interact with different cell types and
provides valuable insights into their distribution and behavior
within the body.80 In a recent study by Park et al.,81 it was
discovered that the presence of a protein corona has a profound
impact on the cellular associations and cytotoxicity of AuNPs in
human immune cells (Fig. 8C). Interestingly, the effects of the
protein corona varied signicantly depending on the type of
immune cell and their respective subsets. Especially, it was
observed that naive T killer cells displayed greater heterogeneity
with unique cellular association patterns compared to memory
T killer cells. These ndings open up possibilities for the
application of precisely engineered nanoparticles (NPs) in
nanomedicine, offering potential opportunities for targeted
drug delivery and vaccine development in diverse clinical
settings. Through the use of mass cytometry, it was revealed
that AgNPs exhibit heterogeneous biodistribution among
different types of immune cells, with a notable accumulation in
monocytes and B cells.84 By incorporating scRNA-seq analysis, it
was found that exposure to AgNPs triggers NRF2-mediated
oxidative stress in B cells, as well as NFAT-regulated immune
response and Fcg-mediated phagocytosis in monocytes.82 These
ndings provide a deeper understanding of how AgNPs can
perturb the immune system at a molecular level. Chen's group83

demonstrated that peripheral nerve bers can act as direct
conduits for the translocation of silver nanomaterials (Ag NMs)
from the gut to the central nervous system in both mice and
rhesus monkeys. Interestingly, aer oral administration, Ag
NMs were found to be signicantly enriched in the brain and
spinal cord of mice, despite not efficiently entering the blood-
stream. This study also revealed that enterocytes and enteric
nerve cells take up substantial amounts of Ag NMs, which are
subsequently transferred to the connected peripheral nerves.83

These ndings provide compelling evidence for the existence of
a previously undocumented gut-CNS axis facilitated by periph-
eral nerves, highlighting the occurrence of nanoparticle transfer
through this pathway. In a recent study, Malysheva et al.84

investigated the cellular binding, uptake, and intracellular
transformation of AgNPs through the integration of mass
cytometry, TR-ICP-MS, and synchrotron X-ray absorption spec-
trometry. It showed that the intracellular and extracellularly
bound AgNPs undergo signicant transformation, which is
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10264–10280 | 10275
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dependent on their primary size and surface coating. Addi-
tionally, suldation was found to dominate the biotransfor-
mation of AgNPs, which was involved in the cellular
detoxication pathways for Ag. This integrative approach
provides a general strategy to explore the cell–NP interactions
and biotransformation in different systems.84
3.4 The mechanisms underlying metal-mediated immunity

The importance of metals in immunology has been increasingly
recognized. Several metals, including Zn, Cu, Fe, Se, and Mn,
are essential for various aspects of immune cell development,
activation, and function.85 For example, zinc is involved in the
maturation and activity of immune cells,86 while copper helps
regulate immune cell proliferation and function.87 Iron is
crucial for the growth and differentiation of immune cells,88 and
selenium is important for the optimal function of immune cells,
including T cells89 and natural killer (NK) cells.90 Understanding
the role of metals in immunity is crucial for developing strate-
gies to modulate immune responses and combat immune-
related disorders.

Very recently, to uncover the intrinsic mechanisms of action of
metals in immunity and pathogenesis, a metal-coding assisted
multiplexed multi-omics proling platform, i.e., metallome–
metalloproteome–immuneproteome, by using ICP-MS was
developed.21,22,24 This approach provides a general platform to
identify the correlation between differentmetals and the immune
response of different kinds of disease (Fig. 8D). By taking COVID-
19 patient serum samples as a showcase, a correlation network
between the host metallome and immunoproteomes was con-
structed, revealing a signicant association between selenium
and interleukin-10 (IL-10). Moreover, by using mass cytometry to
identify and characterize immune cell modulation in COVID-19
patients, the impact of selenium on the functions of various
immune cell types was explored. The discovered association
between selenium and IL-10 is partially attributable to the acti-
vation of ERK and Akt pathways in B cells by selenium.21

Furthermore, using similar approach, the same research group
further uncovered the critical role of liver-mediated iron dysre-
gulation in COVID-19 disease severity, providing solid evidence
on the involvement of iron-related proteins in COVID-19 patho-
physiology and immunity.22 The integration of a metal-coding
assisted multiplexed multi-omics proling platform with mass
cytometry represents a powerful and versatile method for metal-
loimmunity study.

Alongside the immune modulation role of endogenous
metals in immune cells, there has been growing interest in
exploring metal complexes for their potential use in cancer
immunotherapy. Researchers have been actively investigating
these metal complexes with the goal of leveraging their
immune-modulating capabilities to enhance the efficacy of
immunotherapeutic strategies in cancer treatment. For
instance, platinum complexes have been extensively studied as
potential inhibitors of immune checkpoints, specically tar-
geting checkpoints like TDO and PD-L1, which have the ability
to restore the immune surveillance of cancer cells.91 Addition-
ally, cisplatin has shown the ability to enhance antigen
10276 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10264–10280
presentation through MHC I, leading to increased levels of
tumor antigen presentation and activation of specic T
lymphocytes.92 Moreover, Pt and Ru-based complexes have been
studied for their potential to interfere with the immunosup-
pressive tumor microenvironment (TME), thereby inhibiting
cancer progression and immune evasion.93–95 Iridium-based
complexes have demonstrated the ability to regulate immune
functions in cancer cells by inhibiting the release of pro-
inammatory cytokines and cyclooxygenase (COX).96 Rhenium
complexes have shown promise in stimulating the maturation
and antigen presentation of dendritic cells (DCs), leading to the
activation of adaptive immunity.97

The immense potential of metal-based complexes in
immunotherapy necessitates a deeper understanding of the
intrinsic mechanisms underlying their immune modulation
roles. Mass cytometry and IMC hold great potential for eluci-
dating the mechanisms of the immune modulation role of
metal-based complexes by tracking the uptake and assessing
the inuence of different metal complexes across diverse cell
subsets. However, there is currently a lack of studies utilizing
mass cytometry and IMC for metalloimmunology research. This
direction should be given more attention in future research to
fully explore the potential of metal-based complexes in
immunotherapy.
4. Machine learning-assisted data
interpretation of metal-detection
based techniques

In the past few decades, the rapid advancements in metal-
detection based techniques have led to increasingly complex
data derived from multiplexed metal-detection based assays
and images. While effectively clarifying these data offers
a unique opportunity to gain valuable insights into the mech-
anisms of biological events, it is a signicant challenge.
Recently, researchers worldwide have tried to integrate diverse
machine learning methods into metal-detection based assay
platforms, thereby facilitating improved elucidation of the
multi-dimensional data.

The utilization of machine learning has revolutionized the
analysis of multi-omics data acquired from individual patients.
Both supervised algorithms, such as decision trees, and unsu-
pervised algorithms, like PCA, have been employed in ICP-MS
based metallome and proteome proling data analysis to clas-
sify or predict diseases. For instance, tSNE has been utilized to
successfully classify COVID-19 patients based on distinct met-
allome patterns.24 A disease severity prediction model was also
further developed using a decision tree algorithm, which relied
on specic antibody patterns derived from multiplexed pro-
teome data.24 In another study, Wang et al. employed a random
forest algorithm to develop a bladder cancer diagnosis model
using two-dimensional copper signatures, namely the copper
isotopic composition and concentration in plasma and red
blood cells.62 These examples highlight the successful applica-
tion of machine learning algorithms to the analysis of metal-
detection based data for disease diagnosis and prediction.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Moreover, machine learning is exceptionally valuable for
analyzing single-cell omics data, particularly due to the pres-
ence of high-dimensional datasets containing millions of cells
obtained from this type of assay. Over the past few years, there
have been notable breakthroughs in analyzing multiplexed
single-cell data, such as single-cell proteomics data obtained
frommass cytometry, as well as spatially resolved data collected
from IMC and MIBI. A variety of well-established machine
learning tools have been developed specically for mass
cytometry data analysis, primarily focusing on dimensionality
reduction and clustering analysis. For instance, the t-Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding (tSNE) algorithm is commonly used to
analyze mass cytometry data by comparing the similarity of
high-dimensional expression proles.98 Additionally, articial
neural networks can approximate the tSNE embedding func-
tion,99 allowing for the projection and comparison of additional
data that were not initially included in the embedding process.
Recently, the introduction of uniform manifold approximation
and projection (UMAP)100 has further improved the preservation
of the global structure in high-dimensional datasets, while also
reducing the time required for calculations. Amodio et al. have
developed a deep neural network,101 i.e., SAUCIE, that leverages
the parallelization and scalability offered by neural networks.
This novel approach integrates the powerful deep representa-
tion learning capabilities of neural networks to successfully
accomplish a range of tasks in single-cell data analysis. These
tasks include imputation and denoising, batch effect removal,
clustering, and visualization. In a subsequent study, SAUCIE
was validated as the best overall performer among a group of
top-performing methods, including t-SNE,102 UMAP,100 scvis103

and PHATE.104 Recently, Wang et al.102 have created CytofDR,
a user-friendly package that integrates several dimensionality
reduction methods. This package streamlines the process of
applying multiple techniques to a single dataset and enables
researchers to efficiently explore different approaches for
analyzing single-cell data.

In addition to achieving dimensionality reduction, various
machine learning methods have also been developed speci-
cally for data clustering purposes. Spanning-tree progression
analysis of density normalized events (SPADE)105 is a powerful
method that offers an overview of all populations present in
a sample by representing them as clusters on a minimum
spanning tree. This tree can be color-coded based on any
marker of interest, and differential expression can be analyzed
when one or more reference samples are included. SPADE is
particularly well-suited for comparing the characteristics of
multiple populations simultaneously across a set of samples.
FlowSOM is a robust machine learning tool used for unsuper-
vised clustering and visualization of high-dimensional data.106

It is based on the self-organizing map (SOM) approach, which
allows for the identication of distinct cell populations within
the data. FlowSOM divides the data into a predened number of
clusters, assigning each cell to a cluster based on its similarity
to other cells. This method enables researchers to explore the
phenotypic characteristics of these populations and gain
insights into their functional states.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
With the emergence of single-cell multiplex imaging tech-
niques like MIBI-TOF and IMC, there is an increasing demand
for machine learning tools that can effectively analyze spatial
information in imaging data. Unlike mass cytometry data,
imaging data necessitates several preprocessing steps,
including imaging compensation, normalization, and cell
segmentation, to ensure accurate analysis and interpretation.
These steps are crucial in preparing the data for subsequent
machine learning algorithms. Therefore, the development of
machine learning tools that can seamlessly integrate these
preprocessing steps and facilitate the analysis of spatial infor-
mation in imaging data is of paramount importance. In recent
years, several machine learning methods have been developed
for cell segmentation purposes.107,108 For example, a deep
learning-based segmentation method has been employed for
MIBI analysis.109 This method involves training a classier to
distinguish between nuclear and non-nuclear pixels, thereby
facilitating the automatic identication of nuclei and subse-
quent cells from extensive image datasets. Once the imaging
data from MIBI and IMC have undergone the segmentation
process, subsequent analysis can be conducted in a similar
manner to single-cell data analysis from mass cytometry.

5. Conclusions and prospects

This perspective presents a comprehensive overview of the
latest advancements in metal-detection based techniques, with
a specic emphasis on single-cell approaches, and highlights
their signicant applications in enhancing our comprehension
of the roles of metals in different medical contexts. In addition
to the technique discussed above, synchrotron radiation-based
methods, such as synchrotron radiation X-ray uorescence,
have also emerged as crucial tools for high-resolution elemental
mapping in tissues, cellular compartments, or even individual
cells.110 The insights gained from these techniques offer
invaluable perspectives into the diverse functions of metals,
paving the way for the development of innovative metallo-
pharmacophores. As the utilization and recognition of metal-
detection based techniques continue to expand, their applica-
tions in various disciplines will further expand our under-
standing of the roles of metals in complex biological systems.
There are several emerging directions that hold promise for the
future development of metal-detection based techniques.

One area of focus is the development of more sensitive and
stable metal tags, as these tags serve as crucial components in
various metal-detection based technologies such as ICP-MS
multi-omics assay, mass cytometry, IMC, and MIBI. Improving
the sensitivity and stability of these metal tags would enable
greater accuracy and precision in detecting and quantifying
biomolecules (e.g., protein markers) in complex biological
samples. While nanoparticles have shown promise in
improving sensitivity, addressing the issue of non-specic
binding is crucial. In addition, the development of novel
metal tags with unique properties and characteristics has the
potential to broaden the application of metal-detection based
techniques. One example is the development of metal-
containing probes that specically target enzyme activity.111
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With such a probe, metal-detection based techniques can be
extended to monitor cellular metabolism and investigate cell-
specic responses. Moreover, the development of multi-
functional metal tags that are compatible with both uores-
cence and metal-detection based detection techniques shows
promise as a method to achieve integrative analysis. This
approach has the potential to overcome the technical limita-
tions of each individual technique and offer a more compre-
hensive and accurate analysis.

Another area of focus will be the exploration of metal-
detection based techniques, specically single-cell techniques
in metallo-pharmaceutical related research. While these tech-
niques are still in their infancy in this eld, they hold great
potential for exciting discoveries, particularly in the emerging
eld of metallo-immunology and precision medicine.

Moreover, as articial intelligence (AI) continues to advance
rapidly, there is growing interest in exploring its applications to
facilitate data analysis for metal-detection based techniques,
which holds great promise in biomarker discovery, target
identication, disease diagnosis, and biomarker screening
when integrated into metal-detection based assay platforms.

Last but not least, the integration of multi-omics approaches
represents a promising strategy for gaining an understanding of
multifaceted metal-involved biological events. By combining
multiple layers of data, such as genomics, proteomics, and
metabolomics, we can obtain a comprehensive view of the
molecular and cellular changes that occur in response to metal-
based interactions. The integration of multi-omics approaches
has the potential to uncover new insights into the mechanisms
of action, toxicity, and therapeutic potential of metal-based
compounds, and is expected to drive signicant advance-
ments in metallobiology.
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